Jamie Garagliano, RN  
MedSurg

Jamie received the DAISY Award during a June 3 ceremony on 8 Silver.

Jamie is pictured with David Siew, MD, who nominated her for the DAISY Award.

DAISY Award Says Thank you, Again, to Our Nurses

VP Chief Nursing Officer Nancee Hofmeister presented Jamie with a Healer’s Touch sculpture, one of which is given to every DAISY nurse. Every sculpture is hand-carved for The DAISY Foundation by an artist from the Shona Tribe in Zimbabwe. Healers are regarded by the Shona people as treasures, and the well-being and safety of the healer is of community-wide importance. Click here to see a video of Shona artists demonstrating the process of turning stone to sculpture.

Her signature will travel with the banner to the units of future DAISY recipients.

DAISY ON THE WEB

Jamie’s name and photo will join those of other DAISY recipients around the country on The DAISY Foundation’s website at www.daisyfoundation.org.
Nominate a Nurse

Please look for nomination forms at nursing units, any of our volunteer desks, or online at evergreenhealth.com/daisy.

Jamie’s Nomination Story

“Jamie was caring for a patient with newly diagnosed diabetes. The patient needed extensive teaching regarding blood sugar checks, use of a glucometer and, most important, the use of insulin. This would be challenging for any patient, but this patient had long-standing mental issues that affected his ability to absorb the teaching.

“Jamie made it her personal responsibility (along with the diabetic educators) to ensure that this patient received the education appropriate to his comprehension level to use insulin safely.

“She actively sought him out for the days he was hospitalized, since she realized that consistency was what he needed to succeed. Our team worked together to tailor his therapy to his needs, and Jamie’s input was a large factor in this. Without Jamie’s support, this patient would not have safely embarked on his new life and responsibilities as a diabetic.”

– David Siew, MD, Hospitalist

Jamie’s colleagues and friends shared in the celebration.